City of Lost Souls
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2 Blade of Heaven is named
3 No weapon on ___ can sever the bond between Sebastian and Jace
6 Simon & Clary talk about which TV show with the rings
8 Sebastian throws a poisoned knife at
13 Jace kills, maker of the Infernal Cup
15 Rogue vampire
16 In the library Jace asks if he can retrieve this
17 “Missing, one stunningly attractive teenage boy. Answers to
'Jace' or '____”
18 Brother _____ has a deep connection to the Herondales
20 Jordan only has this to drink
24 Clary cracked this slapping Sebastian's face
25 This lights up when Magnus holds it
29 Alec and Magnus like this smell
31 'He'd burn the _____ down till he could dig you out of the ashes.'
32 Camille oﬀers to take away Magnus' _______
33 Jace and Clary have a date in this city
34 Magnus thinks of himself as a _______ bisexual
35 The Seelie Queen wants Clary to retrieve two ____
38 Simon hopes Alec told his dad he was bitten by a really _____
39 Alec is truly tempted by this person’s oﬀer
42 'It's not like a stab wound you can protect me from. It's a million little
______ every day.”
43 Jordan and Maia travel to the ________ headquarters
44 Magnus has an 18 year old boyfriend with a _____ rune
49 Clary is asked to steal these from the library
51 Wrote the inscription in Jace's book. First and last name.
52 Where Clary ﬁrst sees Jace when he is possessed.
53 Maia and Jordan search this for Jace

1 Jace would rather die than be __________
4 Simon raises the angel _______
5 The page all Malec fans hate. Page ﬁve hundred _____
7 The angel takes this in exchange for the sword
9 First person to drink from the Infernal Cup
10 Erchomai means
11 The Iron Sisters need heat to work with this.
12 Jace hates these.
14 Jocelyn drops a glass when she sees this person in her apartment
19 “The only way you could raise enough money to hire Magnus
by selling lemonade is if you put ___ in it.”
21 This person returns home, only to ﬁnd they cannot enter it
22 Simon told Izzy the plot of as a bedtime story
23 Jace and Clary watch this on their date
26 English translation of the nightclub
27 Jocelyn and Isabelle go to the _______
28 Clave de-prioritizes Jace's search in order to focus on the wards for
_____
29 Clary asks this person for help in locating Jace
30 Motto of the Iron Sisters
36 The blade that Simon receives
37 Clary doesn't like these for breakfast
40 This bond lets Alec know that Jace is not dead
41 Jace taught Simon to say this in Latin. English translation.
45 Clary passes a clockwork ____ in the library. Connects to TID
46 Sebastian meets who at the nightclub
47 Sebastian's ceremony will take place at _____ Sacred Site
48 Sebastian is planning on using this person’s blood to create
dark shadowhunters
50 Alec, Magnus, Simon and Isabelle are Team ____
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